
Government Leaders Study Guide 

Test Date: _________________________ 

 
● Who is the leader of our country?  The president is the leader of our country. 

● What country do you live in?  I live in the United States of America. 

● Where does the president live and work?  The president lives and works in the White House. 

● What is U.S.A.’s capital city?  The U.S.A.’s capital city is Washington, D. C.  

● Where is the White House?  The White House is in Washington, D. C. 

● What are some jobs of the president?  Some jobs of the president are: being in charge of 

the military, signing laws for our country, and helping keep peace with other countries. 

● Who is the leader of the state?  The governor is the leader of the state. 

● What state do you live in?  My state is Georgia. 

● What building does the governor work at? The governor works at the State Capitol Building 

which is in the state’s capital city. 

● What is Georgia’s capital city?  Atlanta is Georgia’s capital city. 

● What are some of the governor’s jobs? Some of the governor’s jobs are: signing laws for the 

state, being in charge of the school’s education (what is taught in the schools), and in building 

roads for the state.  

● Who is the leader of a city?  The mayor or city commissioner is the leader of the city. 

● What city is Buford Academy in?  Our school, Buford Academy, is in the city of Buford. 

● Where does the mayor or city commissioner work?  The mayor or city commissioner works 

at City Hall. 

● What are some jobs of the mayor or city commissioner?  Some jobs of the mayor of city 

commissioner are:  signing laws for the city, being in charge of the fire and police department 

for the city, and in building schools for the city.  

 

 

*This study guide is a great tool to study with your child. Also, reviewing the resources on the Social 

Studies website will help prepare your child for the test.  The test will spiral a few questions from 

previous units to ensure mastery of the standards. Therefore, quickly reviewing those units will be 

helpful as well. Our goal is for your child is to maintain the information instead of just learning it for 

the unit’s assessment!   

Thank you for your support at home!!! 


